
BROADCAST QUARTZ COLORS

OCEANA

MINT

QUARRY

SLATE

FOG

REEF

STORM CLOUD

INCAN GOLD

CHEYENNE

SABLE

SAGE

TWEED

TIMBERWOLF

OCEAN WAVE

CAMEL

When selecting the Key Broadcast
Quartz blend for your application,
please take time to carefully consider:

1.  APPEARANCE: Light color
     blends tend to show more
     “shadow” than varied ones.

2.  TRAFFIC & MAINTENANCE:
     Wheel marks and dirt naturally
     show up more on pale color
     blends than on varied ones.

3.  SPILLAGE: What might be most
     commonly spilled on the floor?
     Consult your KEY
     REPRESENTATIVE to determine
     the degree of chemical resistance
     you may require prior to selection
     of the system.

4.  CUSTOMIZED BLENDS: KEY
     RESIN COMPANY will customize
     broadcast quartz color blends to
     the client’s specifications. Dry
     samples will be provided for prior
     approval. Minimum orders and a
     premium charge may be required.
     All customized blends may not be
     returned. An additional ten (10)
     working days will be required to
     match and produce customized
     colors.

KEY RESIN COMPANY provides this 
color guide for preliminary color
selection only. Please refer to a
physical sample prior to making a final
choice. Please contact your KEY
REPRESENTATIVE for assistance.
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TROWELED QUARTZ COLORS
When selecting the Troweled Quartz 
color blend for your application,
please take time to carefully consider:

1.  APPEARANCE: Light color
     blends tend to show more
     “shadow” than varied ones.

2.  TRAFFIC & MAINTENANCE:
     Wheel marks and dirt naturally
     show up more on pale color
     blends than on varied ones.

3.  SPILLAGE: What might be most
     commonly spilled on the floor?
     Consult your KEY
     REPRESENTATIVE to determine
     the degree of chemical resistance
     you may require prior to selection
     of the system.

4.  CUSTOMIZED BLENDS: KEY
     RESIN COMPANY will customize
     broadcast quartz color blends to
     the client’s specifications. Dry
     samples will be provided for prior
     approval. Minimum orders and a
     premium charge may be required.
     All customized blends may not be
     returned. An additional ten (10)
     working days will be required to
     match and produce customized
     colors.

KEY RESIN COMPANY provides this 
color guide for preliminary color
selection only. Please refer to a
physical sample prior to making a final
choice. Please contact your KEY
REPRESENTATIVE for assistance.
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